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Nicole Sanacore

THE
FLORIDA
PROJECT
4

Just a few miles down the highway from Disney
World, colorful tourist traps and budget motels
line the streets, promising affordable family fun
to parents and couples who have just been bled
dry by The Mouse. For some people in the
Orlando area, these motels are home; their
children live in the castle-shaped shadow of the
happiest place on earth with no opportunity to
experience it for themselves.
Directed by Sean Baker and shot almost
entirely on 35mm film, The Florida Project
follows Moonee, a six-year-old girl living with her
single mom, Halley, in a pastel-hued motel called
The Magic Castle. One shot that defines the film
sees Moonee and her best friend Jancey running
toward the end of a rainbow that’s spread across
The Magic Castle, in hopes of finding gold and
beating up the leprechaun for keeping it from
them.
Moonee and her friends, all of whom live
in motels with their low-income families, are
largely unaware of the economic reality they live
in; they experience what’s essentially a mirror
version of Disney World. Jancey lives in a nearby
motel called Futureland, and many of the
surrounding motels have what are essentially
knock-off Disney Park names. The Magic Castle is
an obvious reflection of Magic Kingdom, even
referenced within the film when a confused and
angry couple find out that they have accidentally
made reservations there instead of Magic
Kingdom. Moonee and her friend Scooty watch in
amusement as the motel’s overworked manager
and kids’ pseudo-father figure, Bobby, tries to
handle the situation.
The film opens with Moonee and her
friends causing trouble at the motels, with
“Celebration” by Kool and The Gang playing over
the sound of their laughter as the opening
credits roll against The Magic Castle’s purple
walls. As the humid Florida summer rolls on
through the film, Moonee, Jancey, and Scooty
spend their days largely unsupervised, running
through the tourist city, making up games,
quoting Spongebob and hip-hop lyrics, and trying
to get enough change from strangers to buy an
ice cream cone for the trio to share. Early in the
summer, their friend Dicky moves away with his
family, and a few weeks later, the friend group
loses yet another member. Scooty’s mom and
Halley’s best friend, Ashley, forbids him from
hanging out with Moonee and Jancey after he
confesses that while the three of them were
playing at abandoned condos near the motels,
they started a fire with Scooty’s lighter, which
quickly blazed out of control. Moonee and Jancey
are never told why they can’t play with Scooty
anymore, so they continue on their usual antics,
with Halley hitchhiking the three of them to an
empty parking lot just outside of Magic Kingdom
so they can watch the nightly fireworks display
for Jancey’s birthday. When Halley tells Jancey
“That’s for you!” as the elaborate fireworks dazzle
in the sky, Moonee and Jancey have no reason
not to believe her; they watch in awe.
While Moonee and her friends play the
summer away, the adults in their lives continue
to deal with personal and economic struggles.

Halley is unable to find work due to her past
criminal record, which affects her ability to
receive government aid for herself and Moonee.
She resorts to selling knock off perfumes, with
Moonee in tow, in the parking lots of higher-end
hotels. This endeavor is successful, until one of
the hotels calls security on her, and her stock is
confiscated. Desperate to keep herself and
Moonee from homelessness, Halley turns to sex
work, keeping Moonee in the bathroom; unaware
and preoccupied with bath toys, the radio blaring
the latest hip-hop tracks.
Through the film, Halley tries to shield
Moonee from the reality of the financial
insecurity they face. She uses the money she
earns to buy Moonee toys and pay for (or charge
to someone else’s account) big breakfast meals,
encouraging Moonee to order whatever she
wants. The facade fades as Halley informs
Moonee she had to sell their iPad for cash and
can’t afford pepperoni on the pizza they have for
dinner one night. Still, Moonee accepts this. It’s
the only way of life she and her friends know.
This notion of her reality as normal comes
crashing down with the Department of Children
and Family’s involvement, particularly in their
last visit to The Magic Castle. Social workers
want to temporarily rehouse Moonee with a
foster family while they investigate Halley’s sex
work and determine whether or not she is an
unfit mother. As Halley angrily packs a bag for
Moonee, the social workers tell her that she’s
going on a fun trip. When they allow Moonee to
say goodbye to Scooty, he reveals that she’s
actually being sent to live with another family.
She quickly becomes aware that the only family
dynamic she’s ever known is threatened, and, in
an angry panic, she flees The Magic Castle.
The final scene of The Florida Project,
during which Brooklynn Price delivers one of the
most moving performances by a child actor in
cinema, shows Moonee banging on the motel
room door at Futureland, desperate to give what
she believes to be her final goodbye to Jancey.
Moonee tearfully tells Jancey, “You’re my best
friend and this may be the only time I’m going to
see you again. I can’t say it,” sobbing for several
more moments before choking out, “Bye.” Jancey
glances back into the motel room, where her
grandma is preoccupied with cleaning, and grabs
Moonee’s hand. The two girls run from
Futureland all the way to Magic Kingdom, the
real deal, where they disappear through the
crowd of tourists into Cinderella’s castle, away
from the grim reality that awaits them outside
the park.
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DISINTEGRATION
LOOP 1.1

Jonny Rogers

In loving memory
of those who died
as a result of the atrocities
of September 11th, 2001.
Their lives had great meaning
for all who loved them
and we embrace that meaning
and that love
as inspiration and hope
for a new world
built on love and creativity.
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Throughout the 1980s, William Basinski produced
a number of experimental compositions using
tape loops, found sounds and shortwave radio
static. Although he worked with a number of
bands and musicians – even opening for David
Bowie on one occasion – Basinski’s work would
not receive significant recognition until the new
millennium.
In the process of transferring his
magnetic tapes to a digital format, he discovered
that his old recordings were beginning to
disintegrate; as the tape head scratched and
peeled back the layer of ferrite, Basinski was, in
fact, recording the entropy of the sounds he had
p ro d u c e d d e c a d e s e a rl i e r. T h e re s u l t ,
Disintegration Loops I-IV are equal parts
beautiful, melancholic and haunting; creating an
experience which, in absence of any appropriate
descriptors, one must only listen for themselves.
With great poetic consonance, the first
part of this project was finished on the morning
of September 11, 2001. That evening, as Basinski
watched the aftermath of unspeakable terror
from the roof of his Brooklyn apartment, he set
up a video camera and began to record the
daylight fading over a nation in turmoil.
This encounter with humanity’s own
capacity for destruction – an act of violence that
destabilised, for many, the illusion of Western
impermeability – aroused, in countless artists
and filmmakers, an ethically-enthused aesthetic
impulse; a yearning to capture a feeling that one
presently stood at the precipice of modern
history, deeply uncertain of what tomorrow will
bring.
Unlike most 9/11 films, however,
Disintegration Loop 1.1 doesn’t try to rationalise
or explain the phenomena it witnesses. Instead,
Basinski sets the camera up just to dwell on the
hazy horizon; silent and still, as if paralysed – or
else subdued – by grief.
There is little to say of any directorial
style or skill, at least as far as the film is
concerned. For all its due merit, the recording
does not serve to establish Basinski as an
underrated cinematic auteur – but that is not, I
believe, his intention. Rather, the value of this
audiovisual composition lies in its ability to
create an idiosyncratic zone of reflection,
meditation, and lament; a place where one can,
for lack of a better expression, draw closer to
oneself.
For anyone who should venture into the
unchartered waters of internet forums and
YouTube comments, you will likely find, in any
discussion concerning this work, a set of deeply
introspective and often lyrical accounts of grief,
remorse, regret, and the lingering impression of
ephemeral encounters; as if the melancholic
beauty of the composition pulls the soul toward
redemption through public confession.

I have listened to and watched the series too
many times to count, yet despite their inherently
repetitive structure, they have never felt all that
predictable or tedious. While the alterations
between each successive iteration of the five to
ten-second loops are more or less negligible, the
compositions undergo a slow, but significant
metamorphosis – even if such can only be
observed upon returning to the start. After all,
life, as Kierkegaard said, can only be understood
backwards.
The virtue of the recording, however, lies
not solely in its historical actuality; as the
daylight softly fades behind the endless tower of
smoke, we are reminded that the order of nature
is unchanged by human grief. Perhaps, however,
we might discover here a glimpse of consolation:
just as the sun once fell over the burning ruins of
countless other cities – Ancient, Medieval, and
modern – so too will the sun assuredly rise over a
new world.
Basinski believes that the people of
tomorrow will be all the richer for having learned
to grieve for what they once believed was
permanent; for embracing melancholy not just as
a prelude to despair but also as an impetus for
love.
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Caitlin Wilson

BELLE
DE
JOUR
9

The power of the unseen in cinema is
paradoxical. For all that film can touch us, break
us out in goosebumps, provoke us to tears or
screams or laughter, we ingest it through our
eyes first. It is a deeply ocular-centric medium.
So what happens when we are denied this visual
input, left instead to ponder at the possibilities
of the hidden? Luis Buñuel’s famous box scene in
Belle de Jour, with its legacy of discussion,
confusion and delight, illustrates the grip of the
unseen on audiences. The film centres on
Séverine, a beautiful bourgeois woman beset by
masochistic erotic fantasies, who begins working
in a brothel. In this scene, a man comes to her
seeking custom, bringing with him a small ornate
box. The shot in question frames Séverine and
the man on either side of the box, as she opens
the lid away from the camera. The staging is
highly presentational, save for the inside of the
box. We see the man and Séverine in the centre
of the frame, bodies turned toward the camera.
They are highly available to our eyes, a rich
tapestry for perception. Séverine’s white bra, the
customer’s business attire, even the ornate
exterior of the box - all give us data to mine,
clues on the characters’ motives and inner lives.
Indeed, much of Buñuel’s film is a visual
treat: Séverine’s Yves Saint Lauren outfits, its
lavish Parisian locales. And yet, it’s the hidden
object(?) inside the box that captures our
fascination. A buzzing sound can be heard from
within, high-pitched and insectile, but we are
never treated to the surely shocking visual inside
the container. This moment of unsatisfied
suspense, so simply rendered in a static midclose up, is deeply captivating precisely because,
deprived of visual confirmation, our imagination
is given room to meet the film in its perversion.
Is the box merely a metaphor for the woman as
an empty vessel, a yonic symbol of mystery? Is it

filled with aphrodisiac insects, ready to bite
Séverine and send her into a frenzy? Is the
buzzing sound diegetic, or a red herring?
All of the film’s sex scenes are similarly
unseen, perhaps extending our foray into fantasy
and conjecture. What we are treated to instead is
moments of aftermath - in this case, Séverine
sprawled face down on the bed, the bottom half
of her body covered with a white sheet. A worker
in the brothel enters the room, finds a bright red
spot of blood on a towel. A lamp on the table next
to the bed is askew. These items provide clues,
but the real mystery in this scene is Séverine’s
face. When she lifts her head, her expression is
inscrutable. The sides of her mouth gently slope
up; the edges of a smile. Is she satisfied? In
shock? Though we see her face, her mind, her
true feelings, are unseen; enigmatic.
This all aligns with Buñuel’s devotion to
the surreal. Buñuel is known to oppose
‘psychological’ interpretations of his films,
preferring his audience to embrace the
unknowns of the film experience rather than
explain them away with Freudian dissection.
Buñuel’s sly crediting of ‘the marvellous whores’
of Belle de Jour with the film’s success, rather
than his own direction, points to an
understanding of the primacy of looking, rather
than analysing, within his oeuvre. The unseen
heightens the seen, enticing the audience deeper
into Belle de Jour’s visual pleasures, rather than
away from them. Perhaps Belle de Jour’s box
contains something more surreal than we can
picture, perhaps it contains nothing. This
unknowability is its true power – it brushes us up
against the limits of our own imagination.
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Michelle Bernstein

WINGS
OF
DESIRE

11

They all have tired
mouths

And luminous,
illimitable souls;

And a longing (as if
for sin)

Trembles at times
through their
dreams.
RAINER MARIA RILKE, THE ANGELS

12

When Bruno Ganz passed away in the winter of
2019, I frequently took the bus from
Alexanderplatz way past the Philharmony
because it took a route past the Victory Column,
the statue at the beginning of Wings of Desire.
I’d sit and stick my head as close to the window
as possible, looking like a tourist; as if seeing the
angelic monument for the first time. Wings of
Desire first and foremostly reminds me of home,
and I like to perceive my hometown in no other
way than through the scenes of this film. The
sequence of Bruno Ganz in his long coat,
glooming wings, standing on an edge of a
building looking over the city has been an image
that has been following me subconsciously since
childhood. When I first caught glimpses of the
film on TV late at night, I carried it with myself
in the back of my mind. I felt a certain intrigue
towards what also intimidated me as a child. To
get even a little glimpse of this world at that age
was somehow a very special and beautiful
experience, despite how insignificant it may have
seemed at that time. I didn’t see the film again
until I was fifteen years old, and ever since I try
to keep it very close to me and rewatch it every
now and then. I like to think of the image of
Bruno Ganz as a good omen. Coming back to it
always feels like coming home. I look at Berlin
through the eyes of angels and see goodness in
people. I think of beginnings, patience and light.
It makes me feel sentimental and nostalgic.
Everything was different and I was not there to
experience it, and yet I feel very strongly drawn
to it. By recognizing the streets, buildings, and
bridges in the film – every time I walk past them
I find myself transported into the world of
angels. I find myself longing for a Berlin that no
longer exists, reminiscing of a place that once
was.
Wings of Desire ties together many
things I love. It wasn't until recently that I found
out that the angelic choirs in the film score were
composed and conducted by Laurie Anderson.
Adding to that, Peter Falk's performance; in
particular when he talks about how fantastic it is
to smoke cigarettes and drink coffee at the same
time. After seeing that scene I never looked at a
cup of coffee the same way again. Nick Cave
performing From Here to Eternity; the film’s
dedication ‘to all the former angels, but
especially to Yasujiro, François and Andrej.’ Like a
cluster of my favourite things which miraculously
crossed each other’s paths, the result changed
my perspective on my hometown in a way I wish I
knew how to properly put into words. I’m forever
changed by it and thankful for it; I could host a
dinner and invite every person I love just to
celebrate my love for it.

It is a genuine homage to the people of Berlin.
One could easily describe it as a cinematic
personification of love in all its forms, from its
first seconds to its very last. The lead character,
Damiel, wanders aimlessly around the city almost
as I would on a regular weekend in the company
of my friends. He is a witness. The film's
dreamlike imagery perfectly mirrors the
lonesomeness and alienation that one
experiences from being overwhelmed by the
simplicity of everyday life. When I walk around
Berlin, the same way these angels do, it is mostly
the string of connection that ties together the
small things that warm my heart. From the cheap
coffee from a bodega, shared with a childhood
friend, then unexpected snow, a stranger on the
subway reading my favourite book. I was born
here, I have lived my entire life here. All love, all
sorrow.
One ponders, how do I belong here?
Where is my place embedded in the prevailing
yesterday, yet ever-changing tomorrow of the
city? Sometimes a row of small joy can be tied
together so easily. As Damiel, the angel, lists the
things he would like to feel and experience – to
have a fever, to come home like Raymond
Chandler’s Philip Marlowe to feed the cat, to have
fingers stained by reading the newspaper, to be
excited not only by spiritual things but by a meal
– a seemingly heavy piece of cinema untangles
into a celebration of smallness. Existence, to the
angels who are destined to observe history from
beginning to end, is too a contemplation of
meaning. Who are we to ask for more?
And what an idea, to be surrounded by
angels. In our quietest moments, there are angels
putting their palms to our cheek, though their
choir echoes with alienation and foolish envy of
which we cannot possibly know. There is a scene
in which Bruno Ganz's angel comforts a dying
man, casting graceful moments like spells. "The
old houses of Charlottenburg. Albert Camus. The
morning light. The child's eyes. The spots of the
first drops of rain. The dream of the house in the
house. The beautiful stranger. My father. My
mother. My wife. My child." Simple things will
ultimately strike us as much as our most tender
and intimate thoughts. When Wim Wenders
explained how he came up with the idea of
making a film about angels, he wrote “Reading
Rilke every night, perhaps I got used to the idea
of angels being around.”
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Anjum Nahar

CLOSER
14

A busy strip club in the early noughties. The walls
are silver, quilted, and the heavy chandeliers are
enclosed in red acrylic casing so that they glow
orange. The floors of the platforms on which the
girls dance are illuminated by an equally blinding
pink. Smoke drifts across the various stages, and
blue spotlights beam from above. The faces of
the punters, still in their business suits, are
dappled by all of these strobing colours. ‘World
Outside’ by The Devlin’s plays in the background.
It’s the perfect lyrical accompaniment. You’re
lighting up my dreams, light up my skin, they
sing.
The camera hones in on a woman
perched at the edge of a stage until only her
portrait is in view. In her candy-floss coloured
wig, she turns to you, just for a second. Lips
parted and eyes brimming with recognition.
Suddenly all of these lights become just that
little bit brighter. Until she looks away.
Portraiture is at the heart of Mike
Nichols’ 2004 Closer. Anna, one of the film's four
protagonists, is a photographer striving to
capture that ‘one shot’. The scene described
above may not be one of Anna’s own
photographs, but it mirrors, quite exactly in
terms of framing, a portrait of Alice (the pinkwigged dream girl, played by Natalie Portman)
that she exhibits earlier in the film. Anna’s
photograph shows a brunette Alice with tearstained cheeks, forlorn after realising that her
partner Dan is poised to leave her. The
differences in affect captured by these two shots
demonstrate Alice’s character development, from
a girl who craves and desires love, and is
governed by this need, to a woman who wields
her seductive power over others.
When Alice-at-the-strip-club appears on
screen, one can’t help but invoke John Berger’s
acute and widely-revered observation that ‘men
act and women appear. Men look at women.
Women watch themselves being looked at’. When
Alice turns her head, she is not simply
acknowledging Larry, another of the four
protagonists, but rather, she is making an
evaluation of her own positionality in the world.
This shot is exquisite to me because it is more
than just an actualisation of what Laura Mulvey
famously termed ‘the male gaze’. Nichols’ sharp
cinematography, Patrick Marber’s dexterous plotformulation, and Portman’s delicate control over
her facial expressions elevate this one scene
above just merely a pin-up or glamour shot,
which is what it so easily could have been.
Instead, it is an enviable assertion of authority
and control.
That is not to say that this reestablishing of power is straightforward for Alice.
Even after leaving Dan, she lives at the
precarious edge; precariously employed,
precarious in love. As a viewer, it is hard not to
pity her. And the beauty of the Alice-at-the-stripclub shot becomes all the more poignant when
considered in light of the character’s own
musings on photography. At Anna’s exhibition,

Larry asks Alice what she thinks of the work.
Alice replies:
‘It’s a lie. It’s a bunch of sad strangers
photographed beautifully and all the glittering
assholes who appreciate art say it’s beautiful
because that’s what they wanna see. But the
people in the photos are sad…. and alone but the
pictures make the world seem beautiful so the
exhibition’s reassuring, which makes it a lie… and
everyone loves a big fat lie.’
It is too easy, when presented with Aliceat-the-strip-club, to take the character’s
presentation of herself at face value, and to
forget that it is a fiction within a fiction. Alice’s
remarks to Larry reveal that she is frustrated and
disillusioned with the highly constructed and
filtered nature of portraiture. Alice believes that
Anna’s photo values her beauty over the reality of
her sadness. In Alice’s perspective, affect trumps
aesthetic. Alice urges us to search for reality and
context when examining an image. This is her
instruction to the viewer as to how to interpret
the Alice-at-the-strip-club scene so as not to
become one of those ‘glittering assholes’. This
one shot from Closer is so potent because it
evades any simple reading, and demonstrates the
power of a carefully-crafted persona.
Despite there being much game-playing
in Closer, there are no winners. Dan is left alone
and deceived, Anna has settled, Larry has
forfeited his integrity and Alice is back where she
started. But Alice’s small moments of
empowerment are her consolation prize. It is
precisely the glory of these moments which puts
the spring in her step as she marches through
the streets of New York in the film’s final scene.
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Antonia Silvana

MÄDCHEN
IN
UNIFORM
16

Alongside the original Mädchen in Uniform,
released just fourteen months before Hitler’s rise
to power in January 1933, Géza von Radványi’s
1958 remake is considered one of the earliest
cinematic depictions of lesbianism. A cult classic,
too. Unfortunately, this once meant enduring
(albeit evidently surviving) heavy German
censorship. Even American audiences did not
gain direct access to the film until 1965 when
New Hollywood succeeded the Golden Age and
repealed its strict, outdated Hays Code.
There’s subtle technicolor, impressive
mise-en-scène, the odd quip to dispel tension in
a patriarchal environment despite the complete
absence of male appearances. But, also, callous
remarks that doom a young protagonist for
heartbreak and ostracism long before she
approaches the wrought iron gates surrounding
an all-girls boarding school. From within the
confines of this so-called citadel, many are
straightforward: I’m not a believer in a child’s
right to be an individual. We’re not put on this
earth to be happy, but to do our duty. Children,
church, kitchen.
In response, a challenge is brought forth
by commendable female solidarity and the
blossoming relations between Fräulein von
Bernburg and her pupil, Manuela. As director
Leontine Sagan intended with the 1931 film, such
themes not only serve to represent a
marginalised group, but additionally comment on
authoritarian and fascist behaviours bred by the
events of both World Wars. This particular
moment (and Mädchen’s last) effectively includes
it all through social blocking.
Where her friends’ adoration for the
good-spirited teacher remains harboured and
innocent, Manuela’s quickly grows lustful,
desperate, and unruly. All-consuming to the point
of drunkenly confessing aloud, contemplating
suicide, and being struck bedridden. In an
explanation that aligns with a forlorn child’s
naïvety, here simply lies Manuela’s inability to be
the sole recipient of von Bernburg’s affections.
Upon closer look, however, these new emotions
go further to symbolically convey an unconscious
attempt and ultimate failure in resisting the
system, be it education or socio-political. As a
resident of 1910 Prussia, her deviance
simultaneously shapes, and is shaped by, a
disregard for traditional values involving the
submissive roles of wives and mothers. This
subsequently prompts her isolation, a
punishment extremely mild — a slap on the wrist,
really — in comparison to the horrors faced by
other queer women of the early-to-mid twentieth
century. Nevertheless, just like those women, if
pursuing another woman threatened social order,
it threatened the state; hence endangering
Manuela and von Bernburg’s own safety.

It isn't exactly a matter of von Bernburg not
sharing Manuela’s love, or some variation of it,
anyway, since she herself succumbs to nearpalpable looks of yearning, even yielding to a
brief kiss. Instead, there is an understanding that
in provoking such vulnerability, her presence
would proceed to eclipse the remainder of
Manuela’s youth. I’d only get in her way. And that
declaration of love, that want, is a perilous
sentiment clearly prohibited from ever reaching
acceptance.
Before departing the room, and thus
from Manuela's life, von Bernburg’s shadowed
silhouette looms over the girl as a detached and
unreachable being. A face now faded and far
away. Her sudden reticence confirms that
Manuela, blind to her position in an innately
power-imbalanced relationship, was only capable
of recognising a romanticised, non-existent
image of the older woman. After all, the queer
experience of unrequited love — one that
would’ve surpassed the ‘coming of age’ stage and
crept well into adulthood — had sought her out
and seized any sense of ‘rational thought.’
Besides wanting to uphold a moral
responsibility, von Bernburg resigns from her
teaching position in the hope that Manuela never
comes to bear the label ‘mentally ill,’ or rather,
‘asocial,’ as preferred by the Nazi regime which
would go on to gather outed lesbians for
Ravensbrück concentration camp thirty years
later. Indeed, though Manuela may disagree, this
final decision is von Bernburg’s most profound
act of love towards her. Mädchen in Uniform then
leaves us with a burning question: when Manuela
awakes, will she satisfy everyone’s wishes of
breaking from a reverie? Will she return to a life
before knowing individualism, unrequited love,
and persecution; a time before Fräulein von
Bernburg? If not, if sapphic desire lingers and
fills the crevices of her mind once more, what
fate awaits her then?
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Rebecca Rosén

PALO
ALTO
18

A thrown strawberry milkshake against rough
asphalt; its sweet pink liquid seeping into the
cracks. This shot, from Gia Coppola’s suburban
dream Palo Alto, introduces viewers to what the
film is fundamentally interested in: the presence
of something brutal beneath something tender.
While other, similar images appear throughout
the film, there’s one shot that distinguishes itself
from the cluster.
The haunting shot is from a minute-long
sequence focusing on Emily, played by Zoe Levin,
a young girl who spends most of her time
yearning for someone to care for her. This search
for love has resulted in her offering up sexual
favours, in the hope that someone stays around
after the act is finished. However, with a
reputation that precedes her, some of her male
classmates use this to their advantage. To them,
she exists only as an object.
Before the aforementioned sequence
reaches its disturbing culmination, Coppola
carefully includes details that emphasise Emily’s
innocence, depicted in the shot selected. Initially,
we see a happy Emily wearing colourful rubber
bracelets, swinging on a swing and cartwheeling.
These all act as reminders that, while she’s
engaging in adult behaviour (alcohol and sex),
she’s still far from being an experienced adult.
Inevitably, playful shots turn sour. We
see a close-up of her face, her joyful exterior has
changed into something sadder, more lonesome.
On its own, the shot establishes a connection
between character and audience. Without any
verbal communication, this single shot, one
notably filmed at eye-level, accentuates Emily's
state of mind. It forces the viewer to be there,
with her, in the moment; to feel what she feels,
even if only temporarily.
This close-up is then accompanied by
narration, detailing her experience of sexual
assault. Indeed, while this shot of Emily may look
ordinary in passing, with context, one barely

dares to meet her piercing eyes. Emily's facial
expression, besides establishing an intimate
connection with the viewer, evokes feelings of
guilt. Her condemnatory and disappointing eyes
meet ours. Is she judging her abuser, whom the
camera is a stand-in for? Or us, the viewers, for
simply letting these things happen in the first
place?
It is well known that, in film, there is a
history of eagerness to objectify and sexualise
girls and women, even during scenes of sexual
violence. Coppola’s decision to not exploit Emily
elevates the cinematic material, this gaze proves
to be more startling than something more
explicit. As Emily looks straight into the camera,
there’s a real sense of intimacy established, as if
viewers are offered a secret - one of Emily's inner
feelings about her assault - before anyone else.
Throughout the film, Fred, her abuser, is
portrayed as impulsive; the underlying
proposition is that it’s only a matter of time
before he eventually goes too far. In crossing this
line, he supplants an appealing dream with ugly
reality. The sense of unease is only heightened by
Fred’s narration; he calmly talks through his
version of the events with seemingly no regret,
only a self-conviction that he and his friends did
nothing wrong. Emily's feelings clearly differ
from this and so, through this shot, she's able to
convey them without being reduced to flesh for
others - characters, the camera and the viewer to hungrily savour.
Composing dreamy shots of Emily to the
score of Fred’s harrowing narration masterfully
creates an extreme and immediate contradiction
for viewers to decipher. It's a reminder that often
what unsettles us is not necessarily visually
horrifying, but hidden beneath a charming
surface - it’s right in front of us, hiding in plain
sight and seamlessly blending into the crowd.
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Kirby Moore

LAURA
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I find that the best films can be defined by a
particular frame—one you can still remember
vividly much later. Maybe for its beauty, maybe
for its sadness, almost certainly for the feeling it
evokes. A moment where, however briefly, the
entire spirit of a story is flawlessly captured in a
single shot. Laura, 1944 is one such film.
The particular shot to which I refer,
wherein Det. Lt. McPherson studies a painting of
the titular Laura Hunt, serves to encapsulate an
entire cinematic genre. In fact, it plays on the
viewer’s recognition of such: a recognition made
possible not through one's aesthetic or technical
understanding of cinema, but by identifying the
specificities of Old Hollywood film noir.
Indeed, the shot’s identification with the
noir genre is unmistakable. The chiaroscuro
creates drama and suspense; harsh shadows,
thrown by the candelabra and the painting’s
ornate frame, bleed across the wall. You can
almost hear the transatlantic drawl of the
speakers and the breathtakingly evocative score.
The result is an amalgamation of noir themes:
cynicism, desperation, love, infatuation. This shot
is, perhaps, at the same time, the epitome of
1940’s crime fiction and of the iconic Golden Age
noir.
Of all the genre markers in this shot, I
consider the presence of McPherson to be the
most emblematic. It is his costuming,
undoubtedly, that makes him so quintessentially
noir: the fedora pulled low over his eyes, the
wide-shouldered trench coat flipped up at the
collar. There is no room for misinterpretation —
this is the mandatory wardrobe of any noir
detective.

“Harsh shadows, thrown
by the candelabra and
the painting’s ornate
frame, bleed across the
wall.”

The focal point is, of course, Laura. Laura is
beautiful. She has the sultry elegance of the
classic femme fatale but seemingly without the
deceit and double-crossing. She looks out from
her frame as she has done the entire film. This
repetition establishes the portrait as a character
in itself. She watches other characters as they
argue; she watches as they lie; she watches as
they make accusations, fake alibis and drink
cheap scotch. Her portrait, though it fails to
capture her warmth, her vibrance, perfectly
expresses her grace and the mythic quality that
shrouds her. It illustrates Laura as the
embodiment of youth, beauty, innocence and
mortality. This disparity, between Laura’s
liveliness as depicted in the painting and the
immortality and timelessness of the painting
itself, serves as a constant reminder of Laura’s
own illegibility.
As McPherson gazes up at Laura, she, in
her endless elegance, stares serenely out of her
frame, and we watch as the detective falls in love
with a likeness, a representation, a painting. For
a genre so markedly reliant upon signifiers and
symbols, the representational symbol of Laura,
rather than Laura herself, is a suitable summary
of the doubleness of film noir, of the slippage
between appearances and reality.
‘I will never forget the weekend Laura
died'. While these words mark the viewer's entry
into the narrative, they relate, too, to the
experience of watching the film itself. Indeed, as
a consequence of its exquisite cinematography
Laura, as a film, is certainly difficult to forget.
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Edward Pomykaj

TWO OR
THREE
THINGS I
KNOW
ABOUT HER
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Jean-Luc Godard’s Two or Three Things I Know
About Her is a film of questions. The film loosely
tracks a single day in the life of a bourgeoise
Parisian woman, Juliette, during which she drops
her kids off at school, goes shopping, visits her
husband at his job where he works as a car
mechanic, and engages in prostitution to make
some extra cash. But the real protagonist is
Godard himself, who whisper-narrates his
existential and political insecurities to the viewer
throughout the entirety of the feature, varying
from his concerns with the growing presence of
U.S. imperial forces in Southeast Asia, to more
personal difficulties focused on the nature of
being a filmmaker and the effects of media on
language and humanity. The scope of Godard’s
anxiety is wide, and thus, the film itself plays like
an amalgam of distinct moments, each pointing
out something uncanny or concerning before
moving on to something else without resolve.
Godard himself has very few answers.
And you get the sense that even he has trouble
believing in the couple of answers he does
provide, as if they are too simple, too obvious.
Ultimately, he makes only a single claim
throughout the film, and it’s perhaps the
simplest argument he could think of. He says:
“Objects exist.” This he is certain of.
But this isn’t as simple of a point as it at
first seems, for he follows it up to say, “if we pay
more attention to [objects] than to people, it’s
because they exist more than those people.” And
this point is the very thing Godard seems to be
challenging via his film. He is trying to study a
single subject — Juliette — so as to understand
the individuals who fill the space between
objects, who float about never knowing one
another, only ever interacting through
connections that come about via the objects they
engage with. This is the point of the famous
coffee scene, in which he says, “maybe an object
is what serves as a link between subjects.” He
wants to remove that link and know the subjects
themselves. This is the attempt made by the film
itself.
But ultimately, the film only ends up
pointing towards this impossibility. As he tracks
Juliette’s day, he finds himself distracted, by
cars, signs and advertisements, by coffee,
construction. And we watch Juliette herself
forget many of the closest people in her life as
she wanders about Paris shopping, getting her
hair done, and drinking a coke in a bar. Aside
from her mornings and evenings with her
husband — during which her husband obsesses
over his radio, and she does the dishes — most of
her human-to-human interactions come about
through prostitution, where for the most part she
disassociates anyways. In Godard’s attempt to
know another’s subjectivity he finds only “links”
— things that allow him to “live in a society” with
Juliette, as he puts it — which draws him further
into his own isolation, his narration.
Godard knows this by the end of the film,
and says, “I forget Hiroshima and Auschwitz. I
forget Budapest… I’ve forgotten it all, except that
since it takes me back to zero, I have to start
from there.” The final question Godard seems to
ask is, “what do we have left of Juliette?”

And then we have the final shot, which features
an assortment of cleaning supplies placed in
grass, as if this is all that remains of her.
The objects bring us back to a recurring
moment in the film, during which Juliette
explains a feeling she had while cleaning the
dishes when she felt connected to the world. She
says, “suddenly I felt I was the world, and the
world was me.” By reminding us of this moment,
the film suggests not simply a disdain for
consumption, but instead, a sympathy — a way of
understanding the temptation of capitalism,
taking stock of the challenges ahead of any real
revolutionary movement. Objects as links can
provide us with transcendence, ways of seeing
oneself as related and a part of the larger world
around them. Even the most innocuous of objects
can lend themselves to revelation. But this point
is just as frustrating to Godard as it is helpful.
The final frame succinctly expresses
Godard’s frustration with the political and
philosophical frustrations of his time, offering us
a “landscape” of modernity. Rather than empty
fields of tall grass or flowers, the modern
pastoral scene is full of products, reminders of
humanity, though clearly without it. It’s an
uncomplicated representation of the climate
crisis, capitalistic exhaustion, anti-feminism as
necessitated by consumerism, and so much more.
It’s an anti-ad, relenting the presence of these
products as futile devices for connection.
Godard tells us that these objects are
more real than Juliette, who is herself just a
creation, a character in a film, created at its start
and destroyed at its end. Over the cut grass,
these cleaning supplies are like a gravestone, a
depressing monument to an incredibly
complicated character, who we — the viewers —
at least tried to know.
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Jack Synnott

THE
MASTER
Do you know what you look like?
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There are a number of climaxes at the climax of
Paul Thomas Anderson’s The Master.
Freddie Quell, the drifter we have been
following as he rises (or falls) through the
labyrinthine ranks of the cultish Cause, will
conclude the film in a moment of ecstasy, trying
(or failing) to apply The Cause’s therapeutic
methods during a one night stand. Perhaps, as
the film’s closing flashback provocatively hints,
the ecstasy came much earlier, during Freddie’s
military station in Japan, when his only intimate
companion was a woman-shaped sandcastle.
Either way, the film ends in an orgasmic register,
foregrounding Freddie’s pleasure - a pleasure
shown clearly to us only after he has left The
Cause behind.
What, then, are we to make of an earlier
climax? Freddie announces his departure from
The Cause (in this life at least) to Lancaster Dodd,
the movement’s leader (and possibly, though not
incontestably, The Master of the film’s title).
They have shared an intense relationship,
constituted (or constitutively unconstituted) by
boundaries that constantly shift, as the waves
iwe see from above during the film’s many
instances of travel by sea: like Freddie’s wartime
lover, they are made of sand. Lancaster’s
response to Freddie is staggering - maintaining a
blazing gaze, he sings an a capella rendition of
“Slow Boat to China”.
We hold on Lancaster in close up,
diagonally bisecting the screen, his head in a
slight shake as he sings the song’s opening lines:
“I’d love to get you\ On a slow boat to China.” All
too soon, we cut back to Freddie for the response
to this call: “All to myself\ Alone.” Lancaster sings
both parts - he (thinks he) is in control of this
sequence. Considering the shot of his face is
illuminating.

What we are presented with as spectators is the
chance to study Lancaster’s face. This is also the
chance to study the face of Philip Seymour
Hoffman, a frequent Anderson collaborator who
collaborates here for the last time before his
death. Both of these chances are also the chance
to consider a face that looks out at us, and that
is looked at by Freddie, by us. Does he know what
he looks like?
The sense of rapture is enhanced by the
rows of windows that make up the shot’s
background, illuminating the frame (and
Lancaster within it). His gaze is itself
illuminating, casting its rays on Freddie and
throwing into light his inner intensity. We are
dealing with a case of super-illumination. In
their rigid patterning, the windows recall the
stained-glass of a church. Lancaster’s shirt too,
just about visible (or illuminated) at the bottom
of the frame, recalls the white dog collar of a
priest. Lancaster becomes a religious figure at
the same time he becomes a figure of desire. This
illuminates a pertinent fact of The Master’s
conclusion: a climax can be more than one kind
of climax.
Just as there is more than one way of
looking, there is more than one way of looking at.
Depending on the angle, we can view Lancaster
as a charlatan or a saviour, Freddie’s friend or
enemy, The Master or the one mastered. Perhaps
what makes this shot climactic is its insistence
that we look at Lancaster from only one angle the same one as Freddie. That he still presents
these exciting and terrifying multiplicities may
simply be a trick of the light.
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THE
PHANTOM
CARRIAGE
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Few films have had an impact so enduring as The
Phantom Carriage. The film delivers a complex
tale of sin and salvation, of selfishness and
sacrifice, employing novel devices to achieve
hitherto unseen aesthetic effects. Often regarded
as ‘The Father of Swedish Cinema’, Sjöström
directed over fifty films between the years of
1912-1931 in both Sweden and the USA, achieving
international success. None, however, would find
quite the same foothold in film history as The
Phantom Carriage. Its mark on the history of
cinema (and, personally speaking, its mark on my
own growth as a student of film) cannot be
overstated.
Stanley Kubrick’s 1980 The Shining, for
example, exhibits multiple dramatic parallels to
The Phantom Carriage, including themes of
alcoholism and deteriorating familial structures,
and a climactic moment of a father using an axe
to break through a door to where his family are
hiding. Likewise, seismically influential Swedish
director Ingmar Bergman was himself heavily
influenced by Sjöström, particularly Carriage –
claiming in his later life to be left ‘shaken’ upon
his first viewing. Bergman would go on to direct
multiple pictures that gleefully revelled in the
imprint Sjöström left. Sjöström, for instance,
would eventually take up a role in Bergman’s 1950
To Joy and star in his seminal 1957 Wild
Strawberries. In addition to this, Bergman later
directed a television-play, The Image Makers,
telling the story of The Phantom Carriage’s
creation.

Bergman took more direct inspiration from the
c o nv e r s a t i o n b e t w e e n C a r r i a g e ’ s t w o
protagonists, Georges and David, reuniting as
ghosts after a year’s separation. It is from their
first moment of reunion that I have taken my
chosen frame. Mirroring this dynamic in the
infamous chess game depicted in The Seventh
Seal, Bergman’s imagery likewise left a lasting
cinematic influence – not least with the 7 hours
and 20-minute one-take ‘trailer’ from the 2020
experimental film Ambiance. This excerpt from
the 720-hour film was not only filmed at the
same location as The Seventh Seal’s chess game,
but is visually and theatrically reminiscent of the
film’s themes. Thus we can trace the influence
behind this scene back to David and Georges’
meeting. A filmic parallel such as this, with an
artistic heritage from almost 100 years prior,
illustrates the enduring gravity of Sjöström’s
masterpiece.
No other moment concentrates to such a
degree this influential gravitas as the reunion of
David and Georges. On the left sits the ghost of
David Holm, having just been the ‘final’ person to
die before New Year’s Day. Beside him, the ghost
of his old friend Georges who, having been the
last person to die the year before, is finally
relieving his duty of driving Death’s carriage onto
David. Between them lies David’s lifeless body.
Despite David’s ignorance and recalcitrance,
Georges recounts David's immoral acts through a
series of flashbacks, tallying the moral crimes for
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which he is now due to pay. Ultimately, David
repents for his sinful ways, and is offered a
chance at redemption by Georges.
This particular frame represents a great
deal of historical importance, and may be
described as the epicentre for the technological,
formal, and dramatic significance of The
Phantom Carriage more broadly. Technologically,
the most remarkable asset of the film is its
extended use of double exposure to achieve the
characters' ethereal appearance. Sjöström
reunited with cinematographer and frequent
collaborator Julius Jaenzon to explore inventive
means of narrating the story. The pair employed
the use of double exposure, imposing another
recording of a scene on already-exposed celluloid,
resulting in the figures appearing semitransparently.
Rather extended passages of time are
dedicated to exploring this effect, with multiple
scenes of Death’s carriage navigating various
landscapes, often intricately integrating the ‘top’
layer into the ‘bottom’ layer. My selected frame
likewise employs this device to achieve the effect
of having David doubly present. More than just
this, however, it further serves an important
narratological purpose, narrating for the
spectator an ontological distinction between
living and nonliving characters throughout the
film. Here, of course, we can distinguish between
David’s physical corporeal self and his ethereal
m a n i fe s t a t i o n . S j ö s t r ö m a n d J a e n z o n
demonstrate such exceptional technical wizardry
that one may be forgiven for forgetting that the
film is now over 100 years old.
This specific frame serves as an
abstraction of another of the film's most notable
assets, worthy of both appraisal and critique: its
narrative complexity. Carriage’s narrative frames
flashbacks within flashbacks through dialogue,
weaving a complicated tale. The formal issue at
hand is that the film only seldom succeeds at
such without heavy reliance on intertitle
exposition. Despite its revolutionary poetic
pictorial qualities, this particular moment may
be said to fail at achieving effective filmic
storytelling. For many critics and theorists, such
dependence on intertitles poses a problem. Hugo
Munsterberg, author of the first monograph to
qualify as ‘film studies’ considered film purely a
pictorial medium, celebrating “[photoplays]
which speak the language of pictures only.”*
Narration achieved through double exposure as
described above may fit such a bill, but surely a
dialogue between two characters, made explicit
only through frequent intertitles, would violate
this principle. The age-old ‘show don’t tell’
mantra is violated in almost every sequence of

the film, and this issue is emphasised due to
intertitles being the only available means of this
‘telling’. Classical film theorist Rudolf Arnheim, in
his seminal Film as Art, similarly proposes a rule
now seemingly archaic: “that it is improper to
make films of occurrences whose central features
cannot be expressed visually.”** Arnheim, then,
might deem it ‘improper’ to have made a
conversation between David and Georges a
central feature of Carriage. But I argue, in
defence of Sjöström, that a great deal of poetic
value remains despite its narratological demerits
– that is, there are plenty ‘central features’
expressed visually in this frame.
I speak here of how the shot
encapsulates the film's theme of redemption, of
transforming into an improved version of oneself.
It does so by exhibiting multiple dichotomies; the
spiritual divide between David's physical being
and his inner self; David’s blithe reluctance to
follow a righteous path against George’s
sorrowful pleas to do so; the opportunity to enact
change while living (as ultimately granted by
Georges upon David’s recognition of his
wrongdoing) against the finality of death.
Sjöström establishes such visual dichotomies by
means of blocking, creating a dramatic triangle
between David, Georges, and David’s body. In
addition to this, he goes against his own
tendencies to achieve dramatic effect. An oft
acknowledged trait of Sjöström, if we are to
consider him an auteur, is his use of landscapes
for their poetic value. But in this scene, sweeping
landscapes are replaced by a still, seemingly
frozen cemetery – impressing on the viewer a
sense of spatial and emotional (almost
existential) claustrophobia. This further offers an
additional dramatic dimension. Dividing the
visual space among these three focus points (the
three subjects), against the static background of
a moonlit cemetery, the film brings to the
surface questions of agency, the lack thereof
upon death, and the consequences of one’s
actions.
Indeed, the theme of self-transformation
– transitioning from one existential state to
another – cannot be, by definition, a static one.
Instead, what is required is a point of comparison
that affords a measurement of one’s place in the
world against another. By seeing Georges, a man
of David’s own ilk only a year earlier, now
mourning David’s ignorance and begging for him
to better his ways after a year of penance, this
point of comparison is achieved. This static
moment in the cemetery becomes inseparable
from every moment that has preceded and will
succeed it. These dichotomies
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illuminate the temporal expansion of one’s
actions in the present, whereby one’s place in a
year’s time will be determined by the actions of
today. The prospective consequences of David’s
impassioned cries of ignorant defence are thus
given a chilling prescience. It is this emotional
delicacy and maturity that renders the film’s
thesis so ubiquitously applicable to all, such that
it upholds its effectiveness across the passing of
a century.
Above I have drawn three integrated
lines of discussion concerning the significance of
The Phantom Carriage, and in particular the
discussion between David and Georges. The
chosen frame serves as an abstraction of the
film’s technological, narratological and dramatic
dimensions. This moment, despite its

dependence on intertitles, employs advanced
technical cinematography and blocking to
narrate the dramatic themes resonating
throughout the rest of the film. While there may
be unique technological, narratological or
dramatic dimensions to other moments of the
film, all three of these lines traced lead back to
this pivotal moment. Achieving all this in the
early 1920s, the shot serves as a historical
bookmark. More than this, the shot is an
evocation of creative technical ambition, of the
development of complex and subtle narration via
cinematic means, and of the betterment of
oneself in gratitude for living. Victor Sjöström
delivers a genuinely haunting and touching
portrait of realising and confronting one’s
wrongdoings in the face of death, and this one
image is representative of all this.
And it was taken over 100 years ago.
* Hugo Münsterberg, The Film: A Psychological Study
(New York: Dover Publications, 1970), p.86.

** Rudolf Arnheim, Film as Art (London: Faber and
Faber LTD., 1958[1933], p.58
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